Word of the Day
Summer Term 2020
Week 11 - 29th June 2020

'Words unlock the doors to a world of
understanding...'

This Week's Words
Grasshopper

Shinobi

tear
office
spare
chipped
lift

tolerate
mutter
fixation
unveil
rustle

Vocabulary Ninja

'Words unlock the doors to a world of understanding’

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
tear
(verb / noun)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(tear)

If you tear paper, cloth, or another material, or if it tears,
you pull it into two pieces or you pull it so that a
hole appears in it.

The was a tear in Freddie’s new school jumper.

Phrases:

a huge tear in the

please don’t tear

it has been torn

Challenge:
Synonym :

rip
snag

Use WOD with ‘yet’ conjunction.

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-s

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
office
(noun)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(of-fice)

An office is a room or a part of a building where people
work sitting at desks.

The lunch money was taken to the office by Emil.

Phrases:

the new office

the dusty, old office

take this to the office

Challenge:

Use WOD with ‘yet’ conjunction.

Synonym :

workplace

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-s

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
spare
(adjective)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(spare)

You use spare to describe something that is the same as
things that you are already using, but that you do not need
yet and are keeping ready in case another one is needed.

Haj used the spare fabric to finish his project.

Phrases:

can you spare a

do you have a spare

is this spare?

Challenge:
Synonym :

extra
surplus

Use WOD with ‘yet’ conjunction.

Antonym :

required

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ed

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
chipped
(adjective)
Word Class

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

(chipped)

Something that has a small piece of it that has been broken
off, is chipped.

Alan chipped the iPad screen after banging it on the table.

Phrases:

chipped the

accidentally chipped

be careful not to chip the

Challenge:
Synonym :

nick
scratch
damage

Use WOD with ‘yet’ conjunction.

Antonym :

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

Grasshopper Word of the Day
Word of the Day:
lift
(verb / noun)
Word Class

(lift)

Pronunciation / Syllables

Definition:

If you lift something, you move it to another
position, especially upwards.

Jenson lifted the jar up onto the shelf.

Phrases:

carefully life the

I can’t lift the

can you help me lift the

Challenge:
Synonym :

raise
hoist

Use WOD with ‘yet’ conjunction.

Antonym :

drop

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ed
-ing

Shinobi Word of the Day
tolerate

Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

Word Class

(verb)

(tol-er-ate)

Definition: If you tolerate a situation or person, you accept them
although you do not particularly like them.

Miss Cavill tolerated Caleb’s jokes.

Phrases:
Challenge:
Synonym :

please tolerate

Use the WOD in direct speech.
Antonym :

stomach
indulge

ban

I can’t tolerate

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-ed
-ant

Shinobi Word of the Day
Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

mutter

Word Class

(verb)

(mut-ter)

Definition:

If you mutter, you speak very quietly so that you
cannot easily be heard, often because you are complaining
about something.

Yusef muttered the answer to Phillip.

Phrases:
Challenge:
Synonym :

murmur
mumble

quietly muttered

Use the WOD in direct speech.
Antonym :

muttered under her breath

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-ed

Shinobi Word of the Day
fixation

Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

(fix-a-tion)

Word Class

(noun / verb)

Definition: If you accuse a person of having a fixation on something or

someone, you mean they think about a particular subject or
person to an extreme and excessive degree.

She was fixated on scoring 100 answers in one minute.

Phrases:
Challenge:
Synonym :

was fixated on

Use the WOD in direct speech.
Antonym :

had a fixation on

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

Shinobi Word of the Day
unveil

Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

(un-veil)

Word Class

(verb)

If someone formally unveils something such as a
new statue or painting, they draw back the curtain which
is covering it.

Definition:

Nicole unveiled her sketches to the class; everyone was
impressed.

Phrases:
Challenge:
Synonym :

reveal
launch

proudly unveiled

Use the WOD in direct speech.
Antonym :

was unveiled to
Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-ed

Shinobi Word of the Day
rustle

Word of the Day:

Pronunciation / Syllables

Word Class

(verb)

(rus-tle)

Definition: When something thin and dry rustles or when you rustle it,
it makes soft sounds as it moves.

The crisp packet rustled as Saj removed it from her bag.

Phrases:
Challenge:
Synonym :

don’t rustle the

Use the WOD in direct speech.
Antonym :

rustled loudly

Prefix :

Morphology
Suffix :

-ing
-ed
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